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WHEN TOO MANY GEO OBJECTS (POINTS, MARKERS,
PLACEMARKS) ARE CLUSTERED TOGETHER ON A MAP, THEY
MERGE INTO ONE BIG BARELY DISTINGUISHABLE BLOB.
MULTIPLE GEO-OBJECT COORDINATES AND OTHER DATA
USE UP LARGE AMOUNTS OF MEMORY, WHILE THE MAP
DISPLAY CONSUMES A LOT OF HARDWARE RESOURCES,
WHICH CAN CAUSE APPLICATIONS TO HANG.
The standard solution to this problem is to group objects located near one another together and represent them using a cluster icon. A cluster icon usually
specifies the number of objects it contains, and users
can zoom in to see the individual points in a cluster.
Clustering can increase performance dramatically
when large numbers of geo objects are displayed..
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any JavaScript libraries for interactive maps provide client-side
clustering capabilities. With client-side clustering, individual points are retrieved from
the server and then processed in the
browser or mobile app to create clusters.
This creates a huge response payload,
taking up time and memory on the client’s side. If using server-side clustering,
however, the response payload is much
smaller, a few clusters versus thousands
of geo points. It consumes less memory
for the client - and it’s faster, too.

TO ENCODE THE LATITUDE AND LONGITUDE
OF COORDINATES, GEOHASH DIVIDES
THE MAP INTO A GRID THAT BUCKETS
NEARBY POINTS TOGETHER
How do Geohash strings work? First, they divide the world into
two halves vertically. The left half is given a binary value of 0,
and the right is given a value of 1. If our location falls in the right
half, we append a “1” to the Geohash. With a Geohash of “1” all
we know is that a point is located on the right side of the world.

NOW... LET’S LOOK AT
HOW TO IMPLEMENT
SERVER-SIDE CLUSTERING
ON A MAP USING GEOHASH
Geohash is a geocoding system invented by Gustavo Niemeyer, creator
of geohash.org. Geohash is an alphanumeric string representation of latitudinal and longitudinal coordinates.
For example, a point with a latitude of
50.450101 and a longitude of 30.523401
is represented by the Geohash string
u8vxn84mnu3q. A short URL, http://
geohash.org/u8vxn84mnu3q, can be
used to identify the location on earth.
Geohash character length is directly
related to the precision of coordinates.
If you remove characters from the end
of the code to reduce the size, you lose
some of the precision with the coordinates. For example, Geohash u8vxn84mnu decodes to the coordinates
50.45010 and 30.5234, while Geohash
u8vxn8 will decode to 50.45 and 30.5.
Coordinates 50 kilometers away, such
as 50.348751 and 30.90151, are encoded as u8vyrjty9r7y (as you can see, the
Geohash strings share the prefix u8v).
This allows us to easily search for nearby locations. For eample, using SQL:
SELECT * FROM GEO_POINT
		 WHERE GEOHASH LIKE ‘u8v%’
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Next, Geohash divides the map horizontally into two halves and
assigns a binary value of 1 to the top half, and 0 to the bottom.
Our locations are in the top half, so we append another “1” to the
Geohash. At this point, the Geohash binary value of where our
point is located is represented by “11”. We proceed to divide
each of the quadrants into halves vertically and horizontally,
each time appending to a binary value of 0 or 1 to the Geohash.
Every time we divide and append a Geohash value, the resolution improves.
Geohash binary values are represented by base-32 encoded
strings. Each five bit Geohash value is converted to a character
using a character map:
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Geohash grids the world into cells, with each cell representing
a single cluster. The Geohash prefix length is directly related to
the zoom resolution. For better visualization, all the points in a
cell can be averaged and the resulting coordinates are where the
cluster is located in the cell, versus placing the cluster directly
in the center of each cell. Assume geographical locations are
stored in table GEO_POINT:

CREATE TABLE GEO_POINT (
GEO_POINT_ID SERIAL PRIMARY KEY,
LATITUDE_DEG FLOAT8 NOT NULL,
LONGITUDE_DEG FLOAT8 NOT NULL,
GEOHASH VARCHAR(12) NOT NULL,
COUNTRY_CODE VARCHAR(2)
);
CREATE INDEX I_GEO_POI_LAT_LON ON
		 GEO_POINT (LATITUDE_DEG, LONGITUDE_DEG);
CREATE INDEX I_GEO_POI_GEOHASH ON
		 GEO_POINT (GEOHASH);
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To form clusters from points visible in
the viewport, the following query can
be used:
SELECT

FROM

WHERE
AND

GROUP BY

AVG(GP.LATITUDE_DEG) AS LATITUDE_DEG,
AVG(GP.LONGITUDE_DEG) AS LONGITUDE_DEG,
COUNT(*) AS QUANTITY,
SUBSTRING(GP.GEOHASH FROM 1 FOR :precision) AS GEOHASH_PREFIX,
GP.COUNTRY_CODE AS COUNTRY_CODE
GEO_POINT GP
GP.LATITUDE_DEG BETWEEN :south_west_lat AND :north_east_lat

GP.LONGITUDE_DEG BETWEEN :south_west_lon AND :north_east_lon
GEOHASH_PREFIX,
COUNTRY_CODE

south_west_lat/south_west_lon - latitude/longitude of the bottom left point of the viewport bounding box
north_east_lat/north_east_lon - latitude/longitude of the top right point of the viewport bounding box
precision - G
 eohash character length is directly related to cluster size. The precision value
depends on the distance between south-west and north-east points.

This query will return the coordinates of
geo point clusters and the number of
geo objects in each cluster. Geo points
are grouped in clusters by Geohash prefix and country. Geo points that are close
together but in different countries are
not grouped together even though they
share the same Geohash prefix. For this
reason, the COUNTRY_CODE column is
included in the GROUP BY clause.
When we zoom in and out on a map,
the Geohash prefix changes accordingly.
Geohash prefix length depends on the
zoom resolution. Let’s define the function y=f(x) as the relation between Geohash prefix length and zoom.
The function is exponential, y=aebx, rather than linear y=kx + b.
Both the zoom and the Geohash prefix length have minimum and maximum
values. When the zoom is at its minimum
value, the Geohash prefix length is too.
The same goes for maximum values.
Let’s solve the system of equations to
get the values for a and b parameters.
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x – zoom
y – length of the Geohash prefix
gmin – Geohash prefix minimum length
gmax – m
 aximum length of the
Geohash prefix
zmin – minimum zoom
zmax – maximum zoom

Once the parameters of a and b are determined, we are ready to
write a function. Since the Geohash prefix length has upper and
lower bounds, the function y=f(x) will look like this:

In the example I used the
following values:
gmin = 1
gmax = 12
zmin = 0
zmax = 17

The result looks like this:
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Clustering is suitable for any project
where objects displayed on a map are
barely distinguishable due to their
large number. Server-side clustering
through Geohash improves user experience and performance, significantly
reducing the response payload for the
client, reducing what can be thousands
of objects to a few clusters.
EVGENIY KHYST

AN INTERACTIVE EXAMPLE IS AVAILABLE AT
GEOHASH-EVGENIYKHIST.RHCLOUD.COM
THE SOURCE CODE FOR THE EXAMPLE IS AVAILABLE ON GITHUB:
GITHUB.COM/EVGENIY-KHIST/GEOHASH-EXAMPLE

LUXOFT UKRAINE

Evgeniy is a software engineer and architect
specializing in Java solutions development
and solving complex architecture challenges
with over six years of experience. He graduated with a degree in computer science
from the National Aviation University in Kyiv,
Ukraine, and is currently employed at Luxoft
as a Lead Software Developer.
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IN THIS ARTICLE WE’LL WRITE A SIMPLE CORE FOR THE .NET MEMORY
PROFILER THAT DUMPS SMALL OBJECT HEAP (SOH), AND EVENTUALLY LARGE OBJECT HEAP (LOH).

FIND THE BEGINNING
OF THE HEAP IN .NET
s we all probably know, there are two types of
heaps in .Net, Small Object Heap and Large Object Heap (objects > 85K). They differ primarily
in the way the objects are organized within the
heaps. While objects in SOH are allocated one
after another, everything in LOH is based on
related lists and free space tables. This is what
we know, but the real truth lies elsewhere. First, SOH cannot be
continuous since there is the possibility of encountering an occupied section of virtual memory when it expands.
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Second, the statement that objects are
continuously allocated one after another is in fact only a nice assumption,
as there are pinned objects which cannot be moved and compacting the heap
will result in empty spaces. This means
that SOH also contains a free space table. As a result, this tells us that:
a) the memory can include
several zones of virtual memory
allocated for the heap,

b) they are likely to be allocated through VirtualAlloc,
c) objects are not allocated continuously and
therefore our algorithm cannot rely on this.
To keep the example simple, let’s dump only the objects from
our heap. To do so, we take a pointer to any object and try to
receive the region of virtual memory allocated for this heap
using VirtualQuery WinApi.
Now we know the chunk of memory that we need to search
for objects.

public static void GetManagedHeap(out IntPtr heapsOffset, out IntPtr lastHeapByte)
{
// get a pointer to any object. To do this just select it
var offset = EntityPtr.ToPointer(new object());
	var memoryBasicInformation = new
WinApi.MEMORY_BASIC_INFORMATION();
unsafe
{
	WinApi.VirtualQuery(offset, ref memoryBasicInformation,
(IntPtr)Marshal.SizeOf(memoryBasicInformation));
	
heapsOffset = (IntPtr)memoryBasicInformation.AllocationBase;
	
lastHeapByte = (IntPtr)((long)offset + (long)memoryBasicInformation.Regi-onSize);
}
}

ITERATE ALL OBJECTS
OF FOREIGN DOMAIN
To accomplish this task, we need to understand how to recognize the objects. If we
spend some time using a debugger and
studying the memory, we will eventually come to the conclusion that the object
reference indicates not the first field of the
object but the pointer to the virtual method table, which is in fact a table of methods
in general and of type description as well.
Remember, we are not in C++ world. We
are in .Net world, where we can find out
where each object was taken from by just
looking at it. What about SyncBlockIndex,
you ask? As it turns out, SyncBlockIndex is
located “before” the object, minus the size
of the word (4 bytes in 32-bit and 8 bytes
in 64-bit systems). Therefore the header
structure of an object looks as follows:

[StructLayout(LayoutKind.Explicit)]
public unsafe struct EntityInfo
{
[FieldOffset(0)]
public int SyncBlockIndex;
[FieldOffset(4)]
public MethodTableInfo *MethodTable;
}
[StructLayout(LayoutKind.Explicit)]
public struct RefTypeInfo
{
[FieldOffset(0)]
public EntityInfo BasicInfo;

}

[FieldOffset(8)]
public byte fieldsStart;
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Now, let’s look at the MethodTableInfo:

[StructLayout(LayoutKind.Explicit)]
public unsafe struct MethodTableInfo
{
		 #region Basic Type Info
		 [FieldOffset(0)]
		 public MethodTableFlags Flags;
		 [FieldOffset(4)]
		 public int Size;
		 [FieldOffset(8)]
		 public short AdditionalFlags;
		 [FieldOffset(10)]
public short MethodsCount;
		 [FieldOffset(12)]
		 public short VirtMethodsCount;
		 [FieldOffset(14)]
		 public short InterfacesCount;
		 [FieldOffset(16)]
		 public MethodTableInfo *ParentTable;
		 #endregion
		 [FieldOffset(20)]
		 public ObjectTypeInfo *ModuleInfo;
		 [FieldOffset(24)]
		 public ObjectTypeInfo *EEClass;
}

What you see here is only a part of
the structure’s information. It is actually more extensive.
We need the EEClass field, which leads
to the type description structure. I barely studied it. Its content looks like this:

[StructLayout(LayoutKind.
Explicit)]
public unsafe struct
			
ObjectTypeInfo
{
		 [FieldOffset(0)]
		 public ObjectTypeInfo
			
*ParentClass;
		 [FieldOffset(16)]
		 public MethodTableInfo
			
*MethodsTable;
}

As we are interested in MethodsTable,
I only looked for it. I skipped the rest since
we don’t actually need it now. This is a
back reference to MethodsTable, which
refers to this place in its EEClass field.
Simply put, we have a not very precise
but perfectly adequate method for .Net
object detection. It looks like this:

private static unsafe bool IsCorr ectMethodsTable(IntPtr mt)
{
		 if (mt == IntPtr.Zero) return false;
		 if (PointsToAllocated(mt))
		
if (PointsToAllocated((IntPtr) ((MethodTableInfo*) mt)->EEClass))
		
if (PointsToAllocated((IntPtr) ((MethodTableInfo*) mt)->EEClass->MethodsTable))
		 r eturn ((IntPtr) ((MethodTableInfo*) mt)->EEClass->MethodsTable == mt) ||
		
((IntPtr) ((MethodTableInfo*) mt)->ModuleInfo == MscorlibModule);
		 return false;
}
		 private static bool PointsToAllocated(IntPtr ptr)
{
		 if (ptr == IntPtr.Zero) return false;
		 return !WinApi.IsBadReadPtr(ptr, 32);
}
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Each pointer should be verified to see that it points to the selected chunk of memory. This is the first obstacle. The second
one is if the first field of a theoretical object points at something
that we initially interpret as MethodsTable. We need to check the
EEClass field in order to make sure it points at the selected chunk
of memory and interpret this pointer as a pointer at ObjectTypeInfo structure, and then check if the pointer at MethodsTable
equals the pointer we have found (if there is a back reference).
If everything is fine, we have found the object.
All that is left is checking chunks of memory and trying to recognize
objects. I will not include it here, since it includes the code for the
registration and display of located objects, but the task is finished.
The link to the upload from the program can be found below.

CAN I RECEIVE OBJECTS FROM
A FOREIGN DOMAIN?
Of course you can! After all, we are looking at virtual memory.
There are no boundaries between domains; objects are allocated
one after another even if the domain boundaries overlap. The
difference lies in the code. Therefore it’s possible to, for example, transfer the object between domains without serializing it.
STANISLAV SIDRISTIY

LINK TO THE COMPLETE CODE FOR THE EXAMPLE:
GITHUB/DOTNETEX/ADVSAMPLE

LUXOFT RUSSIA

Stanislav is a Solutions Architect with
Luxoft. He graduated with a degree
in Engineering from St. Petersburg
Electrotechnical University in 2008.
His specialties include .NET WPF/WinForms/ASP.NET, Java/Groovy solutions development. Stanislav is also
the creator and organizer of CLRium
and QA: Conferences.
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GENERALLY, SECURITY CONCERNS ARE
BORING FOR DEVELOPERS. I HOPE THIS
ARTICLE IS ENTERTAINING ENOUGH
TO KEEP YOUR ATTENTION UNTIL THE
END SINCE IT TACKLES A VERY SERIOUS
ISSUE ON THE JVM.
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QUIZZ
ast year, at Joker conference, my colleague Volker Simonis showed a snippet that looked like the
following:

Now a couple of questions:
1. Does this code compile?
2. If yes, does it run?
3. If yes, what does it display?
Answers: This code compiles just fine.
In fact, it uses the so-called reflection
API (located in the java.lang.reflect
package) which is fully part of the JDK.
Executing this code leads to the following exception:

public class StrangeReflectionExample {
public Character aCharacter;
public static void main(String...
			
args) throws Exception {
		
StrangeReflectionExample instance =
new StrangeReflectionExample();
		
Field field = StrangeReflectionExample.
class.getField(“aCharacter”);
		 Field type = Field.class.getDeclaredField(“type”);
		 type.setAccessible(true);
		 type.set(field, String.class);
		 field.set(instance, ‘A’);
		 System.out.println(instance.aCharacter);
}
}

Exception in thread “main” java.lang.IllegalArgumentException: Can
not set java.lang.String field ch.frankel.blog.securitymanager.
StrangeReflectionExample.aCharacter to java.lang.Character
	
at sun.reflect.UnsafeFieldAccessorImpl.
throwSetIllegalArgumentException(UnsafeFieldAccessorImpl.java:167)
	
at sun.reflect.UnsafeFieldAccessorImpl.
throwSetIllegalArgumentException(UnsafeFieldAccessorImpl.java:171)
	
at sun.reflect.UnsafeObjectFieldAccessorImpl.
set(UnsafeObjectFieldAccessorImpl.java:81)
	
at java.lang.reflect.Field.set(Field.java:764)
	
at ch.frankel.blog.securitymanager.StrangeReflectionExample.
main(StrangeReflectionExample.java:15)
	
at sun.reflect.NativeMethodAccessorImpl.invoke0(Native Method)
	
at sun.reflect.NativeMethodAccessorImpl.invoke(NativeMethodAccessorImpl.java:62)
	
at sun.reflect.DelegatingMethodAccessorImpl.
invoke(DelegatingMethodAccessorImpl.java:43)
	
at java.lang.reflect.Method.invoke(Method.java:497)
	at com.intellij.rt.execution.application.AppMain.main(AppMain.java:144
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So, despite the fact that we defined the type of the aCharacter
attribute as a Character at development time, the reflection API
is able to change its type to String at runtime! Hence, trying to
set it to ‘A’ fails.

AVOIDING NASTY SURPRISES
WITH THE SECURITY MANAGER
Reflection is not the only risky operation one might want to keep in
check on the JVM. Reading a file or writing one also belong to the set
of potentially dangerous operations. Fortunately, the JVM has a system to restrict those operations. Unfortunately, it’s not set by default.
In order to activate the SecurityManager, just launch the JVM
with the java.security.manager system property i.e. java -Djava.
security.manager. At this point, the JVM will use the default JRE
policy. It’s configured in the file located at %JAVA_HOME%/lib/
security/java.policy (for Java 8). Here’s a sample of this file:

grant codeBase
		 permission
};
grant {
		 permission
		 permission
		 permission
		 permission
		 ...
}

“file:${{java.ext.dirs}}/*” {
java.security.AllPermission;

java.lang.RuntimePermission “stopThread”;
java.net.SocketPermission “localhost:0”, “listen”;
java.util.PropertyPermission “java.version”, “read”;
java.util.PropertyPermission “java.vendor”, “read”;

Regarding the initial problem regarding reflection mentioned
on the previous page, the second part is the most relevant.
One can read the source of the AccessibleObject.setAccessible() method:

SecurityManager sm = System.getSecurityManager();
if (sm != null) sm.checkPermission
(ACCESS_PERMISSION);
setAccessible0(this, flag);

Every sensitive method to
a Java API has the same
check through the Security Manager. You can verify
that for yourself in the following code:

Thread.stop()
Socket.bind()
System.getProperty()
etc.

The first section –
grant codeBase,
is about which code
can be executed;
the second – grant,
is about specific
permissions.

USING AN ALTERNATE
JAVA.POLICY FILE
Using the JRE’s policy file is not convenient when one uses the same JRE for
different applications. Given the current
micro-service trend, this might not be
the case. However, with automated provisioning, it might be more convenient to
always provision the same JRE over and
over and let each application provides its
own specific policy file.
To add another policy file in addition
to the default JRE’s, thus adding more
permissions, launch the JVM with:

java -Djava.security.manager
-Djava.security.policy=
		 path/to/other.policy
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To replace the default policy file with
your own, launch the JVM with:
java -Djava.security.manager
-Djava.security.policy==/
path/to/other.policy

Repeat until you have all necessary permissions. Following this
process will let you have only the minimal set of permissions to
run the application, thus implementing the least privilege security principle.
Note that if you’re using a container or a server, you’ll probably
require a lot of those permissions, but this is the price you’ll have
to pay to secure your JVM against abuses.

Note the double equal sign.

CONFIGURING YOUR
OWN POLICY FILE
Security configuration can be either
based on a:
Black list - in this scenario everything is
allowed but exceptions can be configured to disallow some operations.
White list - on the opposite, in a white
list scenario, only operations that are
explicitly configured are allowed. By
default, all operations are disallowed.
If you want to create your own policy
file, it’s suggested you start with a blank
one and then launch your app. As soon
as you get a security exception, add
the necessary permission is the policy.

CONCLUSION
I never checked policy files in production, but since I never had
any complaints, I assume the JVM’s policy was never secured. This
is a very serious problem! I hope this article will raise awareness
regarding that lack of hardening – especially since with the latest
JVM, you can create and compile Java code on the fly, leading
to even more threats.
NICOLAS FRANKEL

TO GO FURTHER:
DEFAULT POLICY IMPLEMENTATION
AND POLICY FILE SYNTAX
SECURITYMANAGER JAVADOC

Nicolas Frankel is a Software Architect with 15 years
experience consulting for many different customers, in a wide range of contexts (such as telecoms,
banking, insurances, large retail and public sector).
Usually working on Java/Java EE and Spring technologies, but with narrower interests like Software
Quality, Build Processes and Rich Internet Applications. Currently working for an eCommerce solution
vendor leader. Also double as a teacher in universities and higher education schools, a trainer and
triples as a book author.
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IF YOU CONSIDER A JAVA APPLICATION THAT RUNS ON A SINGLE
JVM (OR SIMPLY, “JAVA PROCESS”) AS A CONTEXT, THEN SRP COULD
BE ALSO APPLIED TO BUILDING LARGE SERVER-SIDE APPLICATIONS
AS A SET OF COOPERATING JAVA PROCESSES.

nterprise Integration Patterns
are the key to clearly defining
the context for each java process, as well as how to put all
java processes together into
a solid multi-process application. The simplest SRP-compliant java process could have the following
components: receiver, processor and sender. See Figure 1 beside:
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The receiver’s primary responsibility is
to know how to consume messages
that other java processes or external
systems forward to it. The receiver
then passes the message to the processor. The receiver’s responsibility
encapsulates transport, protocol and
message format details. For example,
the receiver could be implemented as
a JMS listener for durable topics as
well as a java.util. Timer that is polling
an FTP server.

process, while the receiver and sender are just auxiliary
components for communicating between cooperating java
processes and external systems.

The processor uses incoming messages to produce a useful output.

Monitor - Accumulates report messages at different states of business flow for each business entity during processing

The sender delivers the useful output to other java processes or external systems. The sender incapsulates
transport, protocol and message format details. For example, it can open
a plain socket and send bytes over a
network, update rows in a database or
send a SOAP message.
The processor is the core of SRP-compliant java process. It is the context
with single responsibility for java

Let me give you some typical examples of responsibilities associated with single java process:

Transformer - T ransforms incoming message to another format
Mailer - S
 ends emails with predefined templates
Facade, Adapter or Broker - communication with external systems or services
Calculator - Treats incoming messages as an argument to calculate some business value

Static data provider - Dictionary holder for data that is relatively static, such as countries, languages, time zones, currencies, etc.
Cache - Auxiliary component for boosting performance,
e.g., by in-memory caching from the database
Report generator - Exports .xls or .csv files from the database according to incoming parameters
Database Manager - API and single entry point for inserting, deleting or
updating business entities in the database for all other java processes

In order to have a solid multi-process java application you
must orchestrate SRP-compliant java processes and external systems. See Figure 2, below, for an example:
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THE BENEFITS OF A MULTIPROCESS JAVA APPLICATION
•

You can fully control the classpath for each java
process and avoid JAR hell and subtle Classloader issues.

•

You can tune JVM heap and non-heap memory as well as choose the best GC strategy for
every single JVM.

•

You can configure the logging level and rolling
file size for each process.

•

Each component can be developed in parallel
by different developers.

•

It is easy to perform tests: unit tests on the
processor and integration tests on the receiver
and sender.

•

The crash of a single JVM doesn’t impact all
flows (see the above diagram).

•

The design is scalable without any significant
change in business logic in order to scale.

•

The entire application doesn’t have to be released, just the components that were changed
(see above diagram).

THE DRAWBACKS OF CHOOSING A
MULTI-PROCESS JAVA APPLICATION
•

You have to provide a complex start-and-stop
infrastructure (e.g., by platform-dependent
scripts) that correctly starts and stops all your
java processes. The start and stop order of
JVMs is challenging, as is duplicate java process handling, which may occur if start-andstop scripts are executed in parallel.

•

Complex CI scenarios must be implemented on
a build machine in order to build, test and deploy
the multi-process java application to test environments and the developer’s machine.

•

Jars and API version incompatibilities between
the components frequently occur, which is why
the integration phase is not usually smooth and
painless.

•

The development process depends on message broker reliability, the network and the
stability of other infrastructure, such as sufficient memory and disc space, the availability
of free ports, and enough file descriptors per
native process.

•

JVMs must be constantly monitored to catch
errors and exception in logs, crashes or performance degradation in your JVMs.

•

Do you develop multi-process java applications?
How do you monitor your java processes?
VLADIMIR KRASILSCHIK

LUXOFT RUSSIA
I graduated from the Saint Petersburg Electrotechnical University
“LETI” with a specialization in computer science and software engineering. I’ve been developing and maintaining java enterprise software for financial, automotive and telecom companies for more than
12 years. I have been working at Luxoft subsidiary in Saint-Petersburg since 2010. Today I play role of an architect in strategic project
for Deutsche Bank with a bunch of exciting Big Data technologies.
In my spare time I participate in Java User Group (JUG) conferences
in Saint-Petersburg, play guitar or enjoy spending time with my family.
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I WOULD LIKE TO SHARE WITH YOU A FEW TIPS THAT CAN HELP
YOU TO DO REFACTORING MORE QUICKLY, TO SPOT PLACES
WHERE REFACTORING CAN BE DONE. OK, SO LET’S LEAVE LONG
INTRODUCTION AND MOVE ON. FIRST OFF, LET ME REMIND YOU
OF A FEW THINGS.

I WHAT IS REFACTORING?

The idea of refactoring is greatly expressed by Boy Scouts Rule:

efactoring is one of the steps of Test-Driven Development. However, nowadays, we are practicing this activity even if we are not following TDD.
Ok, but what is refactoring?

Always leave the campground
cleaner than you found it.

Which tells you two important things
about refactoring:

Code refactoring is the process of restructuring existing computer
code [...] without changing its external behavior. [...] Advantages
include improved code readability and reduced complexity; these can
improve source code maintainability and create a more expressive
internal architecture or object model to improve extensibility. [...]
Wikipedia1

1. This is a continuous process, because
you always should leave the code
cleaner than you found it.
2. Making code cleaner is your responsibility, not only the responsibility of its
author.
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II. REFACTORING
VS. REDESIGN
It often happens that developers use
words Refactoring and Redesign interchangeably. Why? I think that is
because in both cases we are ending
with the same result - code that is
changed, but it does exactly the same
thing as it was capable of doing at the
beginning of the process.
Yet, those words are not synonymous
and before we will start to refactor the
code it is good to know the difference.

Redesign is mostly about communication between objects, about
how they interact with each other. It means that usually redesign
results in changes in many classes, the way they communicate
with each other.
Timing
You should refactor your code on a daily basis, whenever you spot
a place for improvement in the code base. It happens when you
are working on introducing something new or changing something existing. During this work you just notice part of the code
and you decide to refactor it. It is not your main goal, you are
doing it additionally. When you are redesigning a code, redesign
is your goal. There is even a chance that during redesign you will
do a few refactorings as well.
Summary

Motivation
We are refactoring the code to make it
more understandable, to make itmore
readable. We are doing it to improve
the ease of reading the code and understanding it.
On the other hand we have redesign
and motivation standing behind it they are different from refactoring.
We are redesigning our code when we
want to change functionality, prepare
the existing code base for expansion.
Complexity
Each refactoring is a small change in
code base, like renaming a method.
And each is atomic in that it does not
require refactoring more to work or
bring value. Of course, you can keep
in mind some more refactoring which
includes more commits, but it can be
stopped at any point without any negative impact on the code base.
You shouldn’t redesign the code without
having a plan. You need to know where
you are going and you should not stop
before you will reach the point. The
whole redesign is done when the whole
plan is finalized.
The Scope
Starting point of refactoring is a class,
a method. You may rename it, extract
code to the separate class, but the
scope of the change isn’t usually bigger than a two, three files.

REFACTORING

REDESIGN

Readability
and Understanding

Improvements
and Extensions

Atomic changes

Complex changes

Class as
a starting point

Dependencies

Ad hoc

Planning

III. NO TESTS - NO FUN!
You cannot refactor the code without tests that cover the functionality you want to improve. You need to have a proof that what
you changed has no any impact on the logic of the current functionality. Everything what worked should work as before. And only
tests can give you necessary information fast enough.
Without tests you cannot say that you are refactoring the code. No,
you are experimenting with the code and eventually everything will
work the way it should after your experiment will be done. There is
no chance to get feedback fast. You will have to wait for a release,
for users, for their verification and opinion. Do you really want to
turn users of your application into their testers as well? Is it what
your customer expect?
The worst thing is that you may receive information about a bug
many months after the change has been made. You want to be
sure that your small changes won’t break anything that worked
before. Probably it is impossible to have 100% certainty, however
with the tests you can be close enough.
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IV. YOU HAVE TO KNOW WHEN TO STOP
People tend to strive for perfection. They would like to create
something that would be ideal. Without any scratch. It is always
easier said than done. And with this particular goal in mind (perfection), this is getting even more impossible.Refactoring is about
reaching perfection. It’s not about introducing something new,
it is not about extending anything. No, it is only about readability, clean code. The perfection of the code. That’s why refactoring
makes us so happy. And this is good… and bad at the same time.
It is good because it’s great that taking care of the code brings us
fun. It means that is huge chance that we will refactor the code
on a daily basis. It is bad because refactoring is an infinite activity. Also, you cannot reach perfection, you cannot refactor the
whole code. There will be always a place to improve.
That’s why it is very important, just after necessity of having tests,

to designate yourself borders that you won’t
cross during your refactoring. The places
that you could recognize as “too far-off”.
You need to know where to stop. Refactoring is fun, but new functionalities are
the things that your customers really want.

V. YOU HAVE TO
KNOW YOUR ENEMY
Many of the Refactoring Patterns2 is about
decreasing dependencies of the particular
object. But before we will start doing steps
to achieve this, it would be great to know
what kind of dependencies we can see in
our code. Let’s look at following example:

import static java.com.smalaca.refactoring.events.ReportEventFactory
.anReportNotificationSentToSusbscribersEven;
import static java.com.smalaca.refactoring.events ReportEventFactory.anReportPublishedEvent;
public class ReportProcessor {
private ReportNotificationFactory reportNotificationFactory;
private SubscribersRepository subscribersRepository;
public void process(Report report) {
		 Author author = report.getAuthor();
		
ReportNotification reportNotification = reportNotificationFactory.create(
author, report.getDescription());
		
List<Subscriber> subscribers = subscribersRepository.getAllFor(author);
		 anReportPublishedEvent(report);
		
anReportNotificationSentToSusbscribersEven(reportNotification, subscribers);
}
}

Now let’s look at types of the dependencies:
1. INPUT PARAMETERS - all parameters that we are passing to the methods.

public void process(Report report) {
		 Author author = report.getAuthor();
		
ReportNotification reportNotification = reportNotificationFactory.create(
author, report.getDescription());
		
List<Subscriber> subscribers = subscribersRepository.getAllFor(author);
		 anReportPublishedEvent(report);
		
anReportNotificationSentToSusbscribersEven(reportNotification, subscribers);
}
}
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2. ASKING FOR DATA - all objects that we are getting by asking any other object of its data.

public void process(Report report) {
		 Author author = report.getAuthor();
		
ReportNotification reportNotification = reportNotificationFactory.create(
author, report.getDescription());
		
List<Subscriber> subscribers = subscribersRepository.getAllFor(author);
		 anReportPublishedEvent(report);
		
anReportNotificationSentToSusbscribersEven(reportNotification, subscribers);
}
}

3. STATIC IMPORTS

import static java.com.smalaca.refactoring.events.ReportEventFactory
.anReportNotificationSentToSusbscribersEven;
import static java.com.smalaca.refactoring.events ReportEventFactory.anReportPublishedEvent;
public class ReportProcessor {
private ReportNotificationFactory reportNotificationFactory;
private SubscribersRepository subscribersRepository;
public void process(Report report) {
		 Author author = report.getAuthor();
		
ReportNotification reportNotification = reportNotificationFactory.create(
author, report.getDescription());
		
List<Subscriber> subscribers = subscribersRepository.getAllFor(author);
		 anReportPublishedEvent(report);
		 
a nReportNotificationSentToSusbscribersEven(reportNotification, subscribers);
}
}

4. OBJECT’S ATTRIBUTES - all those objects that we are passing through constructor or injecting in any other way.

public class ReportProcessor {
private ReportNotificationFactory reportNotificationFactory;
private SubscribersRepository subscribersRepository;
public void process(Report report) {
		 Author author = report.getAuthor();
		
ReportNotification reportNotification = reportNotificationFactory.create(
author, report.getDescription());
		
List<Subscriber> subscribers = subscribersRepository.getAllFor(author);
		 anReportPublishedEvent(report);
		 
a nReportNotificationSentToSusbscribersEven(reportNotification, subscribers);
}
}
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5. Everything what we create

public void process(Report report) {
		 Author author = report.getAuthor();
		 
R eportNotification reportNotification = reportNotificationFactory.create(
author, report.getDescription());
		 L ist<Subscriber> subscribers = subscribersRepository.getAllFor(author);
		 anReportPublishedEvent(report);
		 
a nReportNotificationSentToSusbscribersEven(reportNotification, subscribers);
}
}

VI. REFACTOR THE THINGS!
Ok, so if we are on the same page, don’t
wait any longer, let’s look at some code.

VII. LOOK AT YOUR
CONDITIONS
It’s obvious that conditions are part of
the logic. An important part. They allow
us to make decisions. However, it is often true that our conditions are getting
bigger and bigger after some time. It is
really a good idea to look at them and
think what we can improve.
This complex logic
Let’s take a look at our first example.
We’ve got here a long condition that
needs to return true to let us proceed
with refactoring the code. Take a quick
look and ask yourself a question what
this condition is about:

Hard to tell, isn’t it? So much logic is in
it. Maybe we can do something about
it? We will start with something easy.
Look at the marked part of the code:

What can we tell about this? We are asking
the code object whether it is complex or
unreadable. In our example it is enough to
fulfil just one to start consider refactoring.
Yet, we are asking one object in the same
condition twice. Is it necessary? Maybe we
could move this logic to the object itself:

private TestsRepository testsRepository;
public void apply(ClassCode code, Developer developer) {
if (testsRepository.testsExistFor(code) &&
developer.canModify(code) &&
(code.isComplex() || code.isUnreadable())) {
startRefactoringOf(code);
}
}

if (
testsRepository.testsExistFor(code) &&
developer.canModify(code) &&
(code.isComplex() || code.isUnreadable())){
startRefactoringOf(code);
}

if (
testsRepository.testsExistFor(code) &&
developer.canModify(code) &&
code.canBeImproved()) {
startRefactoringOf(code);
}
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We get two benefits. The first one is increased readability of the
shown example and second is less method in Code class.
Another thing is that if there are any changes related to the logic
that determines whether code can be improved we will still have
to use the same method. Only body of the method will change.
One small change and readability of the code is improved. It is
easier to understand it. But can we stop here? Let’s go further.
Every condition has got some substantiation and I believe that in
any case this can be expressed with a single, descriptive statement. That’s why, in case of any condition that has got at least
two parts, we should at least move it to another method. In our
case we will decide to move the whole logic to a separate class.
Why? Because it is complex enough to separate it:

private CanStartRefactoringPredicate canStartRefactoringPredicate;
public void apply(ClassCode code, Developer developer) {
	
i f (canStartRefactoringPredicate.apply(code, developer)) {
		
startRefactoringOf(code);
}
}

Do something about the dependencies
Readability is extremely important and anyone who had to read and understand code written by other developer knows what I’m writing about.
However, sometimes we are not only gain less complex and more readable code, but we also end with fewer dependencies. Look at code below:

private TestsRepository testsRepository;
private CodeBaseRepository codeBaseRepository;
public void apply(ClassCode code, Developer developer) {
if ( codeBaseRepository.contains(code) && testsRepository.testsExistFor(code)) {
startRefactoringOf(code);
}
}

We can easily refactor this into:

private RefactoringPossiblePredicate refactoringPossiblePredicate;
public void apply(ClassCode code) {
if ( refactoringPossiblePredicate.apply(code)) {
startRefactoringOf(code);
}
}
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VIII. WHEN YOU HAVE
TO DECIDE…
Switch statements are other places that
we should consider as a potential candidates for refactoring. The bigger is
the logic for each cases, the more obvious it becomes.
Let’s look at the following example:

We can use Strategy Pattern3 and refactor the code into something like this:

public void triggerRefactoringProcessing (
Refactoring refactoring){
switch (refactoring.state()) {
		 case DEFINED:
			
moveToInProgressState(refactoring);
			
break;
		 case IN_PROGRESS:
			
createChangeFor(refactoring);
			
break;
		 case TO_VERIFY:
			
verifyChangeFor(refactoring);
			
break;
		 case VERIFIED:
			
applyChangeFrom(refactoring);
			
break;
}
}

private Map<RefactoringState, RefactoringTriggerStrategy> strategies;
public RefactoringTrigger(
Map<RefactoringState, RefactoringTriggerStrategy> strategies) {
this.strategies = strategies;
}
public void triggerRefactoringProcessing(Refactoring refactoring){
strategies.get(refactoring.state()).triggerFor(refactoring);
}

If operations done in each case underneath are using common code, we can consider different pattern - Template Method4.

IX. YOUR NAME
CAN BE HELPFUL
This OR That
Whenever you will find conjunction
“or” in the name of the class/method/
variable you should consider renaming. Why? Let’s look at this method:

if 
(code.isComplexOrUnreadable()){
doRefactoring(code);
}

Where does the problem lie? It gives us information about implementa
tion. I don’t know what is the purpose of it, because there is no information about it. Nowhere. However, I know what is done in the body
of the method. I know the method checks whether code is complex
or unreadable. What for? That is what we have to find out.
And when we will done it, it would be a good idea to rename method
into more descriptive. Into something that tells us the WHAT should
be checked, not HOW it is done:

if (
code.canBeImproved()) {
doRefactoring(code);
}
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It is more understable, we know what we are checking. There
is also one more benefit. Even if the definition of the code that
can be improved, will change we will need to implement it in a
single place.

This AND That
The same is valid with conjunction ”and”.
The code below has got the same disadvantages as the previous one:

if (
isRefactoringPossibleAndJustifiedPredicate.apply(code, developer)) {
doRefactoring(code);
}

That’s why it would be better to rename it into something like this:

if (
 canStartRefactoringPredicate.apply(code, developer)) {
doRefactoring(code);
}

X. DON’T ASK TOO MUCH
There are two great principles the following of which will help
you avoid creating too many dependencies. Of course, you may
found yourself in the places where they are volatile and in case
you spot such a line in your code you definitely should refactor it.
What are those principles? I’m writing about Law of Demeter5
and Tell, don’t Ask 6 principles. First tells us that we should “talk
only with your (closest) friends” and second suggests us that
instead of asking object for data we should tell it what it should
do for us. Now, let’s look at the example:

public void apply(ClassCode code, Refactoring refactoring) {
Condition condition = code.getMethodByName(refactoring.getScope()).getCondition();
RefactoringApplier.applyRefactoringFor(condition, refactoring);
}

As you can see we are not only “talking” with the input parameters,
but we ask for more. Firstly we ask for method of the instance of
ClassCode. But we are not ending there.
We ask for condition of this method. We have got two hidden dependencies in here. Our code knows about MethodCode and Condition classes. Can we do something about it? Of course, we can:

public void apply(ClassCode code, Refactoring refactoring) {
	
Condition condition = code.getConditionOf(refactoring.getScope());
	RefactoringApplier.applyRefactoringFor(condition, refactoring);
}
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We already removed one dependency.
So far so good.
Is there anything more we can do?
Well, we are retrieving data and do operations on this data. If we will write the
code in this way we can end with domain objects that do nothing, but holding data. This should not be our goal.
We want to have domain objects that
are responsible for themselves.

XI. LOOK AT YOUR
INPUT PARAMETERS
Sometimes you may find in your code
base methods that gets input only to
take out data from given parameters:

If you are not using those objects maybe it would be a good idea to introduce
Parameter Object Pattern7 to decrease
the number of dependencies:

It can also happen that you are just
passing many parameters, because all
of them are needed:

That’s why we could even move whole logic about applying refactoring into the code to the ClassCode class:

public void apply(ClassCode code, Refactoring refactoring) {
code.apply(refactoring);
}

Is this code easier to read and understand?

public class History {
public void storeChange(Change change, ClassCode code) {
Author author = change.getAuthor();
RefactoringType type = change.getType();
	
Scope scope = code.getName();
	
store(author, type, scope, today());
}

public class History {
public void storeChange(HistoryDelta delta) {
Author author = delta.getAuthor();
	
RefactoringType type = delta.getType();
	
Scope scope = delta.getName();
	
store(author, type, scope, today());
}

public class History {
ublic void store(Author author, RefactoringType type, Scope scope,
p
RefactoringJustification justification, Date today) {
// some code
}

In case like this Parameter Object Pattern also can be helpful because it will
simplify method’s API:

public class History {
public void store(HistoryDelta delta){

// some code
}
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XII. IS THAT ALL?
I hope this advice will help you to improve your code. Will help
you to find places that needs improvements easier and faster.
And implement them with less effort.
What’s next? Don’t hesitate and refactor some code!
SEBASTIAN MALACA
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MANY PEOPLE SEE TDD (TEST-DRIVEN DEVELOPMENT) AND BDD
(BEHAVIOR-DRIVEN DEVELOPMENT) AS TWO SEPARATE THINGS.
TDD IS CONSIDERED A WAY OF WRITING UNIT TESTS IN RED/
GREEN/REFACTOR STYLE, WHILE WE SWITCH TO “BDD MODE” TO
WORK ON OUR ACCEPTANCE TEST SUITES. HOWEVER, THAT’S JUST
A COMMON MISCONCEPTION.

t the core of Extreme Programming are acceptance tests. They are crucial. From the very beginning Kent Beck described TDD as operating
on multiple levels of abstraction, not just going
deeply into code and forgetting about system
behaviors. The outside-in approach is a natural
way of doing TDD.
If so, what’s the source of the confusion here? I think that it all
started with Kent Beck’s SUnit: the first unit testing framework
and the original source of all xUnit frameworks. Just after Smalltalk was replaced by Java in many industries, we immediately
get JUnit. And now it’s just a matter of getting a critical mass of
developers for a particular language, so that we have CppUnit,
PHPUnit, Runit, Unit.JS and hundreds of others. Basically, every
major language has its own xUnit nowadays. Whereas these are
pretty good pieces of software, the “Unit” word in their names
is just a bad thing.
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TDD IS NOT ABOUT
UNIT TESTING,
IT’S ABOUT TESTING
Testing is very broad term. It is definitely not limited to isolated checks on our
classes. It includes all activities needed to
make sure that we build right software in
right way. Kent Beck just made an unfortunate decision choosing “SUnit” as the
name. Now, we all suffer for it.

RIGHT NOW TDD IS SPOILED
by too many developers focused on the
“how” when writing their tests, forgetting about “why,” and business context.
We end up with tests that just ensure
that the system does what it does.

tire concept of TDD. He chose not to reuse the name, as he wanted to put more emphasis on things like often-forgotten scenarios, behaviors, examples, ubiquitous language, collaboration, etc.
He found that removing the word “test” from the language was
very helpful but in essence, he wasn’t proposing anything new.
In fact, he was defending the original idea of TDD. The best TDD
practitioners had been doing BDD already for almost a decade.

boolean question = tdd != bdd II tdd == bdd;

CONSEQUENTLY, THERE IS
NO DIFFERENCE
BETWEEN TDD AND BDD
TDD done in the right way is BDD. BDD is TDD done in the right
way. We can use BDD ideas to help us understand TDD better,
but that’s about it.

At some point Dan North came up with
the idea of BDD and revitalized the en-

MICHAL KORDAS

Dan North

Kent Beck
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iStockTrack & iAdviser
VIDEO
SCREEN

Luxoft is introducing a new family of applications for private banking and wealth management services - iStockTrack and iAdviser .
These connected applications keep clients
and advisers closely in touch anytime, anywhere, while enhancing the level of client
self-service. Powerful capabilities backed up
by customized product offerings improve client satisfaction, reduce bank service costs
and increase revenues.

Luxoft Vietnam
Home of IT Talent
Welcome to Luxoft Vietnam’s office in
Ho Chi Minh City, a state-of-the-art facility
where our highly qualified engineers work
on amazing projects for top global clients.
Join us and gain access to a world of possibilities, including unique challenges, global
career opportunities, university-level training programs, and so much more!

Luxoft IoT Lab
Building the Future
Our team is a highly specialized group of
people focused on evaluating and contributing to the ecosystem of new and
emerging technologies that enable the
Internet of Things. At Luxoft we operate an
IoT Innovation Lab, which is one part future
technology (hardware and software), one
part incubator, and one part demo lab.

Check out our Youtube Channel - Luxoft Corporate
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ACROSS

DOWN

1) Honda’s economy car, preferred in the city
4) personal computer or/and
political correctness
8) laughing out loud
9) musical instruments to play with the computer
11) Afterlight, Tinder or Shazam
12) either identity, or Idaho
13) enthusiast, maybe a freak already
15) task or job to do
16) trademark
18) Internet protocol, but also initial point
21) infamous & malicious software horse
23) a
 computational plasma physics
code like a Greek dish
26) it’s not an IT coffee, it doesn’t
include caffeine
28) s pecial equipment, good for
drilling or manipulating
29) luxury from Bavarian Motor Works
31) Master of Science
32) crazy electronic music, more than techno
33) an insect like a fault in the software
36) wood used in Scotch- and winemaking
38) s enior board member who can even execute
40) a spot on a radar screen
41) one of the browsers
43) letters to read with the computer
44) another way of saying yes
46) an opposite to tell
48) programs running on the hardware
50) German currency
51) visits websites or abuses drugs
52) science fiction
53) long-playing record

2) opposite of output
3) networked puff to store and process the data
4) denotes both a place, and Poland
5) online seminars & presentations
6) computer programming
7) famous dating app made for guys only
10) direct debit as well as demand deposit
14) p
 rotects your network from
being spied or revealed
17) American Apple nearly as a British coat
19) postal order
20) p
 roducer of Photoshop,
Illustrator and InDesign
22) alias, your name in the net
24) Youth Hostels Association or nerdy “yeah”
25) at the other end of the alpha
27) shorthand term for Facebook
30) cell phone
32) repetition of a recorded song
34) user experience
35) e
 njoys video games, comic
books and being online
37) t he first commandment of a technical
writer: keep it short & simple
39) centimeter
42) a spool for tape, but also a roll of film
44) start of a race
45) knight
46) advertisement
47) s ocial media, also very popular acronym
in the era of Christian Grey
49) operating system
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June, 4
June, 9
June, 18
July, 7

Buy a Book campaign
Logeek Night in Wroclaw
InfoMEET Conference Wroclaw
Logeek Night in Gdansk

Open Day Krakow
June, 3 5th BGOUG Conference
June, 5 CSR/Business Run

June, 2 Logeek Night in Kiev
July Open Day for Automotive

Open Day Bulgaria

June Interview Factory Omsk
June Open Days Omsk

LoGeek Kiev
June IT Testing Conference
July 2nd Logeek Night

June, 29 Campus Party
– July, 3

LoGeek Omsk
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LoGeek Wroclaw

LoGeek Kiev

LoGeek Kazan

LoGeek Nizhniy Novgorod

LoGeek Omsk

LoGeek Vietnam

LoGeek Wroclaw

LEARN MORE ABOUT OUR EVENTS AT:
WWW.LUXOFT.COM
WWW.LUXOFT.COM/LTS-LUXOFT-TECHNOLOGY-SERIES/
WWW.LUXOFT.COM/LTS/LOGEEK/UKRAINE/
WWW.LUXOFT.COM/LTS/LOGEEK/POLAND/
WWW.LUXOFT.RU/LTS/LOGEEK/RUSSIA/
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WE DEFY CONVENTIONS.
WE ACT WITH PASSION.
WE ALWAYS LOOK
FOR NEW SOLUTIONS.
THAT’S WHAT MAKES US ONE
OF THE FASTEST-GROWING
COMPANIES IN THE BUSINESS.
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